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Abstract:
This paper investigates the use of the Inclusion Index, the Jaccard Index and
the Cosine Index for calculating similarities of documents. It is shown that
the Inclusion Index delivers more exact results, in particular when
computing the degree of similarity based on citation data. In addition,
various methodologies such as bibliographic coupling, co-word analysis,
SAO structures, co-citation analysis, and self-citation links are compared. It
is revealed that the two latter ones follow a different pattern than the former
that tend to describe rather semantic similarities, where co-citations and
self-citation links seem to represent knowledge flows which are not
necessarily connected with semantic similarities.
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1. Introduction
Mapping of documents has been a discussion topic in scientometric research
for a number of years. In general, the procedure follows a three-step
process. First, (bibliographic) items are selected that serve as a basis for
comparing documents. Here, a variety of methodologies exists: KESSLER
(1963) suggested the use of the references contained in papers, whereas
documents with the same references are regarded as very similar in nature.
This approach is known as bibliographic coupling. In contrast, SMALL
(1973) and MARSHAKOVA (1973) proposed not to use references (i.e.
backward citations) but the citations a paper receives (i.e. so-called forward
citations). This approach was named co-citation analysis. Another
methodology uses words as items that are employed in, for instance, title
and abstract to describe similarities between documents. This approach is
known as co-word analysis (see e.g. RIP & COURTIAL, 1984; CALLON ET AL.,
1991). Similar approaches deploy advanced text-mining techniques, relying
not solely on words but semantic structures of texts. Subject-action-object
(SAO) structures extracted from full-text documents are an example (see
INVENTION MACHINE CORPORATION, no date; and TSOURIKOV ET AL., 2000).
In a second step, similarities are computed based on the above-mentioned
items. Measures such as the Pearson correlation coefficient, Salton’s Cosine
formula, the Jaccard Index, or the Inclusion index are possible (for
discussions on the pros and cons of some of these measures see HAMERS ET
AL.,

1989; PETERS ET AL., 1995; QIN, 2000; AHLGREN ET AL., 2003).

Finally, in the third step, the previously computed data is visualized by
means of multivariate analyses such as cluster analysis, factor analysis, or
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multidimensional scaling (MDS) (see e.g. LEYDESDORFF, 1987). A further
but different approach is deploying graph-theoretical algorithms on citation
links between documents, resulting in a citation network for the documents
under consideration (for an example, see CLARKSON, 2004; RAMLOGAN ET
AL.,

2007).

All three steps have an impact on the results of the analysis. We will argue
that the first step is the most important one because different items such as
backward or forward citations, words, SAO structures, etc. represent
different characteristics of similarities. In addition, these items are highly
affected by data availability. Since most scientific articles cite other papers,
data for bibliographic coupling should be available for the vast majority of
scientific publications. Forward citations are, in contrast, highly skewed
since only few papers receive many citations, and many papers receive few
citations. So co-citation analysis is more difficult to conduct. In addition, the
amount of citations a paper receives depends on the future, whereas a
reference list of backward citations is fixed. There exists also a bias for
younger documents that have accumulated fewer citations than older
documents. Co-word analysis is, when employing the Science Citation
Index (SCI), in fact biased because not all records in the SCI contain
abstracts. Furthermore, word lists are frequently cleaned by means of
stopword lists (see e.g. BLANCHARD, 2007), and there are various ways in
manipulating such lists. Approaches that employ semantic analyses, such as
SAO structures, require full-texts of documents that are not provided by the
SCI. Hence, semantic analysis cannot as easily be conducted as co-word
analysis relying solely on titles and abstracts.
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As it was just briefly described, bibliometricians can choose among a
variety of approaches to determine similarities between documents, but are
these approaches alternatives to each other? We will try to answer this
question and compare bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis, co-word
analysis, and SAO structures for a set of publications originating from one
prominent author in optoelectronics. Additionally, results from a citation
network analysis will be compared.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 explains the dataset and
methodology, section 3 discusses the results. Conclusions follow in section
4.
2. Data and methodology
The dataset comprised 156 publications submitted to scientific journals
between 1991 and 1999 by a prominent author in a new and emerging
subfield in optoelectonics, found in the Web of Science (WoS). The focus
on one author has several advantages: first, the author should have been
aware of the same literature to cite in the papers in the course of time,
leading to a high level of homogeneity in backward citations, which implies
that bibliographic coupling should provide valuable results. Second, there
should be a high overlap between the documents regarding the selection of
words, grammatical terms, etc. Third, citation links between the documents
are self-citations. Here, one can assume that the author cited all relevant
self-created literature. Hence, a citation linkage should therefore be a strong
indicator of similarity.1 To enable a comparison between co-word analysis
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There is some noise in the data because in a few cases self-citations related to publications „in
press“, so no proper link between the two documents could be established.
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and SAO structures, only documents with at least ten different words were
selected due to reasons explained below, leading in a reduction of the
sample to 150 papers in total.
Data on backward references and the number of authors was obtained from
the Web of Science. Forward citations were elicited from SCISEARCH via
STN International. Here, for a larger dataset (178 instead of 150 papers),
15,587 forward citations were found instead of the 13,753 forward citations
elicited from the WoS version (standard deviation of the difference: 56
forward citation).2 Data on the number of author affiliations was obtained
from full-text documents.
Computations for bibliographic data were carried out in Microsoft Excel®
using the Add-on PATONanalist (BARTKOWSKI
ET AL.,

ET AL.,

2004; STERNITZKE

2007). For the co-word analysis, words from titles and abstracts from

the SCI were jointly investigated. The words were filtered by means of
stopword lists to reduce noise, including the terms from RIJSBERGENS (1979)
list. The remaining words were treated with a Porter Stemmer (PORTER,
1980) to eliminate plural endings, etc. Finally, retained terms were
standardized intellectually, searching for synonyms, etc. as it is
recommended for such kind of analyses (JARNEVING, 2005).
The similarity measures deployed in this paper for bibliographic coupling,
co-citation and co-word analysis are Salton’s Cosine Index (SALTON &
MACGILL, 1983) as already used for the same purpose recently by
JARNEVING (2005), and the Inclusion Index. Another prominent index in this

2

Some journals have page numbers starting with letters such as L (for letters) or R (for reviews). Not
all authors, in fact, cited these letters correctly. In SCISEARCH, however, it is possible to use a
more robust search strategy than in WoS.
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context is the Jaccard Index (JACCARD, 1901). The index is calculated as the
ratio of items (e.g. words, citation, etc.) being contained in document i and j,
normalized by the sum of the items in document i and j minus the
nominator:
Jaccard Index 

itemsij
itemsi  items j  itemsij

(Equation 1)

Salton’s Cosine is computed as the ratio of items contained in document i
and j, normalized by square root of the product of the items from document i
and j:
Co sin e Index 

itemsij

(Equation 2)

itemsi • items j

The Inclusion Index takes into account the common items between two
documents based on the minimum number of items from document i or j:
Inclusion Index 

itemsij

(Equation 3)

min( itemsi ; itemsj )

So the ratio of items does not play a role here. Hence, if the items from
document i are fully contained in the much longer document j, the Inclusion
Index will be 1.0. This index is, in particular, useful when searching for
similar content in a variety of different documents since, in comparison to
the Jaccard3 or Cosine Index, it is not biased by the number of items (e.g.
the document length for co-word analysis) as the latter (HAMERS

ET AL.,

1989; PETERS ET AL., 1995; QIN, 2000). Figure 1 illustrates this effect. Here,
the ordinate provides the degree of similarity as computed by the Cosine or

3

The Jaccard Index is calculated as follows:
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Jaccard Index. The long axis on the bottom layer represents the overlap
between the items of document i and j, whereas the short axis in the bottom
layer provides the ratio in item number (e.g. document length or length of
the reference list if citations are counted) between document i and j. If, for
example, all items from document i may be fully contained within document
j (it will be a 100 percent overlap on the long axis on the bottom), but
document j has five times more items than document i (i.e. a ratio of 5:1 on
the short bottom axis), then it can easily be seen that the Cosine Index will
become 45 percent, whereas the Jaccard Index yields a similarity degree of
{Insert Figure 1 about
only 20 percent. The Inclusion Index, in comparison, would be 100 percent.
here}
Data processing for SAO structures was conducted via the software
Knowledgist® from Invention Machine. The similarity measure used in this
context takes into account the frequency of overlapping items occurring in
both documents:
Simij 

SAOij  SAO ji

(Equation 4)

SAOi  SAO j

A closer description of SAO structure processing can be found in MOEHRLE
ET AL.

(2005), DREßLER (2006), or BERGMANN

ET AL.

(2007)). Citation

networks were visualized with UCINET and Netdraw (BORGATTI

ET AL.,

1999) using a spring embedding algorithm (GOLBECK & MUTTON, 2006;
KAMADA & KAWAI, 1989). The similarity of the documents computed via
bibliographic coupling, co-citation and SAO analysis was visualized by
multidimensional scaling (Proxscal algorithm as contained in UCINET,
drawings in Netdraw).
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For illustrative purposes, additional information was integrated into the
visualizations, such as document age, and information on the content of the
papers. Here, all papers were clustered manually based on title and abstract.
Four different “classes” were chosen depending on the following terms in
title or abstract: i) “light emitting diodes” (LEDs); ii) “laser diodes” (LDs);
iii) both LDs and LEDs; and iv) characterizations of thin films and quantum
well structures, including film growth. The inherent nature of titles and
abstracts is to describe the major contents of a paper. Nevertheless,
important aspects can also be described in the full-text of the papers, so this
measure is not free of errors.
3. Results and discussion
First, the theoretical considerations regarding the efficiency of the Cosine/
Jaccard Index and the number of items per document are investigated
empirically. Second, the threshold level of items is discussed that need to be
included into an analysis in order to yield useable results. Third, the dataset
visualizations by MDS is shown, and fourth, the results from the principal
components analysis are discussed.
3.1 Jaccard versus Cosine Index
As we have already mentioned, a central issue when discussing the
differences between similarity indices is the difference in items between the
documents. Since the Inclusion Index is not affected by this phenomenon,
we only discuss the effect of different item numbers for the Cosine Index
and the Jaccard Index.
For the dataset under consideration, we tested the relevancy of the effect
presented in Figure 1, i.e. the impact of the number of different items –
8

namely co-words, backward references, and forward citations – on the two
similarity indices. Only documents with at least ten co-words and three
citations (as suggested by SHARABCHIEV, 1989) were taken into account. As
a consequence, the impact of randomly involved words or citations on the
results is limited. This limitation resulted in subsets of the 156 papers that
were finally analyzed: 150 documents were included into the dataset for
comparing co-words, 149 into the one for backward references, and 136 into
the set for forward references.
Results can be found in Table 1. The first column therein provides the itemto-item ratio, ranging from smaller than 1.5:1 to larger than 10:1. This
measure describes the ratio of the larger item list to the smaller one when
comparing two documents. The two following columns present the
similarity degree as computed by the Cosine and Jaccard Index for the case
the items to be compared overlap to 100 percent. For an item-to-item ratio
of 1.5:1, the Cosine Index would yield a similarity degree of 82 percent, the
Jaccard Index 67 percent, while these numbers drop in the case of a 10:1
ratio to 32 percent and 10 percent, respectively.
The distributions of the item-to-item ratios for co-words and citations
indicate that for co-word analysis the effect is less severe than for citation
data. With the threshold level given, only 12 percent of all documents have
an item-to-item ratio larger 2:1, meaning that Cosine and Jaccard Index are
lower than 71 and 50 percent, respectively (see Table 1). For backward
references, this number increases from 12 to 41 percent, and for forward
citations to even 74 percent. Therefore, there is a severe bias when using
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these two similarity indices for citation data. The Inclusion Index, however,
{Insert Table 1 about here}
would not be affected by these distributions.
3.2 Item threshold level
Computing similarities between documents that only have very few items
increases the weight of every item substantially. For instance, when using
the Inclusion Index for co-citation analysis, there are two documents i and j.
Document i had received ten citations, document j only one. If both would
have been cited by the same subsequent paper, then they would show a
similarity degree of 100 percent. This seems to be somewhat odd. So
another important issue in co-word analysis, bibliographic coupling, and cocitation analysis is the exclusion of documents with too few items to
minimize random effects. As we have done in the previous section, the
solution is to set threshold levels and define a minimum number of items a
document needs to possess in order to be included into the analysis.
Could it be that the data we presented in the previous section suffers from
inefficiently chosen threshold levels? Inefficiently in this case implies that
the level was either set too high, meaning that too many documents drop
out, or that it was set too low, with the result that single items receive a very
high weight and can bias the analysis. In general, this is a classical
precision-recall dilemma in information retrieval.
In order to shed more light on this phenomenon, we provided the statistics
on the occurrence of documents with a certain number of items in Table 2. It
can be seen that the occurrence of words follows a distribution similar to the
normal distribution, while citation data is, as expected, rather skewed, with
forward citations having a longer tail. Increasing the threshold level for
10

citation data from e.g. three to ten would reduce the item-to-item ratio to a
certain degree because the minimum number of citations being used for
computing the item-to-item ratio triples, but at the same time the number of
documents being included into the analysis would drop substantially. So
setting the threshold level at 10 words and three citations assures that the
majority of all papers can be integrated into the similarity analyses, leading
to a high recall at the cost of some precision.

{Insert Table 1 about here}

3.3 Visualization of the results
Even though we argued in the previous two sections that the Cosine Index
yields problematic results, we computed the similarities between the
documents based on co-words, bibliographic coupling, and co-citations with
both the Cosine and Inclusion Index. SAO structures and citation networks
were created as described in section 2. The visualizations are presented in
Figures 2-6. Here, older papers appear larger. The shape of the dots refers to
the classes of the articles: squares represent characterizations; diamonds
represent LED-related papers, triangles lasers, and circles both LEDs and {Insert Figures 2-6 about
here}

lasers.
Both graphs showing bibliographic coupling (Figure 2) demonstrate
similarities in a kind of cluster on the left side. This cluster includes all four
classes of different document contents such as characterization of materials
including layer growth, LEDs and/or laser diodes. Most of them are
relatively old and are regarded as basis papers within the industry. This
could mean that during later stages in the development simply more
literature was available and could be cited than in the beginning. Towards
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the right side of the graph, clustering becomes somewhat dispersed and
unclear, even though minor subclusters can be identified.
Co-Citation analysis reveals a rather dispersed, random-like landscape of
document similarities. Here, visual inspection favors the Inclusion Index
which creates more loosely coupled clusters according to the four groups of
document contents. There is hardly any similarity among the visualizations
of bibliographic coupling and co-citations. As already mentioned, not all
documents in fact received citations. These are excluded from the
visualization. As was illustrated earlier, bias is also included when taking
into account only few citations, as it was done for both bibliographic
coupling and co-citations, because a citation can occur by random. So
documents cited only once or twice, compared with documents with a much
longer citation list, would tend to show a high degree of similarity.
The co-word analysis in Figure 4 provides a totally different picture than the
previous graphs. However, the differences between the Inclusion and Cosine
Index are not very large, which is rooted in the Gaussian shape-like
distribution of co-words as described in Table 2. Even though somewhat
biased when taking the discrimination into the four classes of documents
into account because LEDs, laser diodes and types of characterization play
an important role in title and abstract, the documents are grouped into
several areas representing the different document classes. Here again, the
Inclusion Index seems to discriminate better between classes than the
Cosine Index.
Figure 5 highlights the results of the SAO analysis. Here, documents appear
to be distributed similar to the co-citation analysis, even though some
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clustering of the documents can be recognized. Comparing Figures 4 and 5,
it appears that co-word analysis and SAO structures hardly describe the
same. The (self) citation link analysis in Figure 6 reveals several clusters
describing also document classes. The second cluster on the right side, for
example, relates, according to title and abstract, to light emission in
quantum wells, i.e. compound semiconductor (multilayer) films with
dimensions in the nanoscale used for bright LEDs and lasers. Taking the
different classes into account, the picture seems to be logic: having started
with research on film growth and characterization, these developments were
first used to create LEDs and then, laser diodes.
In conclusion, some methodologies seem to describe the content of the
papers as several clusters, other approaches rather yield a random-like
structure.
3.4 Principal components analysis
In this section, the data from the similarity matrices is investigated by means
of principal components analysis in order to enhance the results provided by
the visualizations in the previous section. The goal is to investigate which
methodologies (co-word analysis, co-citation analysis, etc.) describe, more
or less, the same type of similarity.
Table 3 shows the correlations between the different indicators. As
expected, they are relatively high for the same indicator when computed as
Cosine or Inclusion Index. As one would expect, the correlation is highest
for the co-word analyses due to the Gaussian shape-like distribution of the
words, and lower for citation based measures with the rather skewed
distributions. In addition, it can be seen that co-citations and the citation link
13

have a very low correlation with bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis
and SAOs.
Using Cronbach’s alpha, we test if all five measures, namely bibliographic
coupling, co-citation analysis, co-word analysis, SAO structures, and
citation links can be described as a composite indicator of similarity. Two
datasets are created: one for the computations involving the Cosine Index,
another for those involving the Inclusion Index. As it can be seen in Table 4,
Cronbach’s alpha is in the order of 0.5 for the five similarity measures,
indicating that the reliability of a composite indicator of similarity,
comprising all five different measures, would be relatively low. This holds
{Insert Tables 3-4 about
true regardless of the dataset (i.e. similarity index) chosen.
here}
Principal components analysis is carried out next for the similarity
measures. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Criterion is larger than 0.7, meaning
that the results are ‘middling’. The analysis yields two factors, one
comprising SAO structures, bibliographic coupling, and co-word analysis,
and the other one co-citations and citation links. The results imply that the
two

factors

and

their

underlying

similarity

measures

represent

characteristics of documents that are substantially distinct from one another.
One could assume that the reason for this discrepancy is rooted in the
forward citations a paper receives, which are being used to compute both
co-citation and citation links. But does this hold true? Both backward and
forward citations suffer from an informant bias: while in this case backward
citations (as well as the content written by the common author and
expressed by words and SAO structures) reflect the knowledge base of the
common

author

under

consideration,
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forward

citations

reflect

a

heterogeneous knowledge base of the scientific community within the field.
However, under this assumption, the citation links presenting forward selfcitations should not suffer from an impact of knowledge heterogeneity, but
in fact, they show the same pattern as the total forward citations do.
The main reason for the discrepancy found in our analysis should be that
forward citations and, hence, co-citation analysis as well as (single) citation
links, represent knowledge flows describing topics based on the papers
cited, but further developed. Such further development represents another
type of similarity than can be expressed by semantics. To date, semantic
analyses encounter substantial difficulties in comparing the content of
documents. A simple co-word analysis is only able to recognize a
superficial level of similarity since it is limited to the exact amount of words
used by the author. Including linguistic rules and thesauri will enhance the
capabilities of the tools, but certainly they will be less able to describe
similarities as can be recognized by human beings. If an author cites an
article, he or she can transfer the content to a meta-level and compare the
documents, making a reference that describes a certain degree of similarity
when appropriate. Nevertheless, the degree of similarity may be low if, for
instance, prior art in patent documents is described that is less advanced
than the patent document under consideration.
In contrast to co-citation analysis and citation links, citation networks drawn
with spring-embedding algorithms should only then represent similarities
comparable to semantic analysis if they comprise a relatively high network
density, meaning that the papers are grouped relative to other ones within
the citation space, while this relative relationship turns into a similarity
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measure. This view is supported by SMALL & GRIFFITH (1974), who could
link dense areas within a citation network to scientific specialties.
Why do the findings discussed so far not hold true for bibliographic
coupling to the same extent? If we consider an infinite citation network with
thousands or hundred thousands of papers originating from a time span with
no beginning and end, then forward and backward citations as well as the
similarity measures calculated with this data represent basically the same.
When analyzing a set of papers out of this infinite citation network with
regard to their similarity, then the data, in many cases, is truncated because
backward citations can stretch back in time for many years more than
normally forward citations do into the future. On the other hand, this claim
would imply that, if we consider a new technology field where in the
beginning there is nothing to cite (an unlikely assumption because the
citations would likely be made to papers outside this technology field), then
co-citations should better represent similarity based on knowledge flows
than bibliographic coupling. These postulates are partially supported by the
findings of SHARABCHIEV (1989) who clustered about 10,000 papers in
immunology coming from roughly eight decades. This longitudinal time
frame for the analysis should be accountable for the finding that both
bibliographic coupling and co-citations deliver basically the same clusters of
papers. However, such long lasting time frames are rather an exemption
than the rule in informetric search in practice.
4. Conclusions
It could be shown that for identifying similar contents in a variety of
documents the Inclusion Index should be preferred over the Cosine or
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Jaccard Index. This holds true not only when computing the similarity based
on words, etc., but for citation data in particular. Additionally, different
similarity measures were compared graphically, including citation networks.
It could be seen that the different methodologies reveal clearly different
pictures of the research landscape. Principal component’s analysis
uncovered that the similarity measures used in this paper relate to two
different constructs: bibliographic coupling, co-word analysis, and SAO
structures seem rather to represent semantic similarity, while co-citation
data as well as self-citation links represent a somewhat less clear similarity
based on knowledge flows.
Future research could not only expand the scope of this paper towards a
larger dataset comprising papers of different authors and technology fields,
it could also test the difference in the results when applying similarity
measures on abstracts or full-texts of documents. A co-word analysis based
on a papers’ full-text, not solely the abstract, would be an example. In
addition, various other similarity indices could be used that take into
account the occurrence of single words, e.g. comparing ceteris paribus the
results of the Inclusion Index with the index introduced for the SAO
structures.
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(b)

(a)
Figure 1: Simulation of overlap and document length on the Cosine (a) and Jaccard (b) Index.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Results from bibliographic coupling. Cosine Index (a) and Inclusion Index (b). (MDS: (a) stress: 0.112, (b) stress: 0.121; 9-D). Older
papers appear larger. Squares represent characterizations; diamonds represent LEDs, triangles lasers, and circles both LEDs and lasers.

2

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Results from co-citation analysis. Cosine Index (a) and Inclusion Index (b). (MDS: (a) stress: 0.147, (b) stress: 0.150; 9-D). Older
papers appear larger. Squares represent characterizations; diamonds represent LEDs, triangles lasers, and circles both LEDs and lasers.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Results from Co-word analysis. Cosine Index (a) and Inclusion Index (b). (MDS: (a) stress: 0.108, (b) stress: 0.112; 9-D). Older papers
appear larger. Squares represent characterizations; diamonds represent LEDs, triangles lasers, and circles both LEDs and lasers.

4

Figure 5: Results from SAO analysis. (MDS: stress: 0.150, 9-D). Older papers appear larger. Squares represent characterizations; diamonds
represent LEDs, triangles lasers, and circles both LEDs and lasers.
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Figure 6: Results from self-citation network. Drawn with spring embedding algorithm. Older papers appear larger. Squares represent
characterizations; diamonds represent LEDs, triangles lasers, and circles both LEDs and lasers. Non-connected papers are situated in the upper
left corner.
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Table 1: Item-to-item ratios
item/item
ratio

Maximum of
Cosine Index

Maximum of
Jaccard Index

Co-word

Backward references

Forward citations

pair wise
comparisons

Percentage
[cumulative]

pair wise
comparisons

Percentage
[cumulative]

pair wise
comparisons

Percentage
[cumulative]

1.5:1

82%

67%

7791

70%

4317

39%

1411

15%

2:1

71%

50%

2070

88%

2230

59%

975

26%

4:1

50%

25%

1190

99%

3015

87%

2197

50%

6:1

41%

17%

103

100%

928

95%

1058

61%

8:1

35%

13%

17

100%

288

98%

666

69%

10:1

32%

10%

2

100%

125

99%

454

74%

>10:1

<32%

<10%

2

100%

123

100%

2419

100%

*Threshold level for inclusion: Co-words: 10, backward and forward references: 3, as suggested by SHARABCHIEV (1989)

Table 2: Occurrence of items in documents: Co-words, backward references, and forward references.
Items of document

Co-word

Backward references

Forward citations

Occurrence

Percentage
[cumulative]

Occurrence*

Percentage
[cumulative]

Occurrence*

Percentage
[cumulative]

<10

6

4%

35

22%

40

26%

11-20

4

6%

77

72%

18

37%

21-30

7

11%

29

90%

11

44%

31-40

39

36%

6

94%

13

53%

41-50

46

65%

7

99%

5

56%

51-70

44

94%

2

100%

13

64%

71-100

7

98%

0

100%

15

74%

>100

3

100%

0

100%

41

100%
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Table 3: Correlation matrix
(1)

Bibliographic Coupling (Cosine Index)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(2)

Bibliographic Coupling (Inclusion Index)

0.889

(3)

Co-Citations (Cosine Index)

0.360

0.291

(4)

Co-Citations (Inclusion Index)

0.253

0.200

0.789

(5)

Co-Words (Cosine Index)

0.515

0.455

0.277

0.213

(6)

Co-Words (Inclusion Index)

0.492

0.448

0.250

0.191

0.966

(7)

SAOs

0.564

0.457

0.254

0.172

0.579

0.551

(8)

(self) citation link (dummy)

0.264

0.222

0.306

0.298

0.161

0.149

(7)

0.137

Table 4: Rotated components matrix with factor loadings of the principal components analysis for similarity measures.
Cosine Index

Inclusion Index

components

components

1

2

1

2

SAO structures (separate index)

0.865

0.062

0.840

0.052

Co-word analysis

0.831

0.106

0.829

0.082

Bibliographic coupling

0.758

0.322

0.736

0.216

Citation link (dummy)

0.019

0.864

0.084

0.813

Co.citations

0.279
69.2%

0.707

0.135
65.6%

0.777

Explained Variance
KMK

0.744

0.704

Cronbach’s alpha (all five variables)

0.499

0.523

Cronbachs alpha (first three variables)

0.639

0.540

Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
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